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Profile 
 
Before joining Tudor Rose, Neil gained experience on a number of major infrastructure projects, including 
roles in cost management, estimating and audit. This has enabled Neil to develop bespoke, innovative cost 
management and resource management solutions to a variety of projects. 

Since joining Tudor Rose, Neil has been extensively involved in providing claim preparation support and 
commercial management advice to a variety of clients operating in the construction industry.  He has 
developed significant expertise in the analysis of complex and vast amounts of data in order to establish 
and calculate further entitlements on construction projects, including auditing the validity of claim 
submissions. 

Neil has actively and successfully participated in adjudication, arbitration and mediation proceedings, 
preparing detailed forensic quantum analyses for inclusion within the parties’ submissions.  Such 
documents have typically addressed the detailed valuation of variations (from first principles) and the 
calculation of loss and expense claims, including prolongation costs, loss of productivity, additional 
preliminaries to administer and manage change and interest / finance charges etc. 

He has used his experience to assist a variety of clients in identifying issues surrounding compliance and 
commercial risks and providing practical advice on how to mitigate the impact of these risks.   This has 
included a range of issues including the developing bespoke systems for reporting and managing issues of 
non-compliance, commercial management of applications for payment; the management and storage of 
commercial and operational data; and the manner in which IT infrastructure and bespoke systems are 
implemented and/or utilised. Neil has provided practical advice on these issues to staff at all levels up to a 
variety of clients. 

Neil has gained experience formulating complex claim submissions for Major Contractors who are seeking 
to pursue claims against its design consultants for breaches of contract.  This has included the detailed 
investigation and assessment of the identified breaches, producing written submissions demonstrating the 
Major Contractor’s position and calculating the losses that have been incurred.  

He has also been extensively involved in the preparation of 'adjudication standard' final accounts on behalf 
of contracting organisations. This typically involves the collation and presentation of evidence to establish 
the existence of variations and events that give rise to loss and expense claims, together with detailed 
valuations (often from first principles). 

 



Qualifications and Professional Membership 
 

GDip Law Graduate Diploma in Law (BPP University, London) 
MSc Quantity Surveying (London Southbank University) 
BA (Hons) Bachelor of Arts in English & Philosophy (Southampton University) 
MRICS Member of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors 
 
Career History 
 
2015 to date      Associate Director at Tudor Rose  
2011 – 2015      Senior Consultant at Tudor Rose  
2008 - 2011 Consultant at Tudor Rose 
2006 - 2008 Cost Analyst / Project Administrator at Rail Contractor 
 
Assignments and Achievements 
 
Preparation of claim submissions on behalf of a Major Contractor against designers that had been engaged 
under consultancy agreements for the development of three primary care centres.  The development of 
each submission required the investigation and analysis of complex issues that had caused the Major 
Contractor to incur losses as a result of negligent acts by the designer.  Neil presented detailed narratives 
demonstrating each breach of contract and the calculated the losses arising from each breach. 

The independent review of processes adopted by a Major Contractor in its management of utilities works 
that were at risk of incurring changes pursuant to the New Roads and Streetworks Act 1991.  This required 
a detailed analysis of the processes that were adopted on a multi-million pound bespoke Framework 
Agreement and the submission of a comprehensive report to the Board of Director’s.  This report detailed 
findings on a number of issues affecting both commercial and operational performance, which had resulted 
in the Major Contractor incurring penalty charges in excess of £5 million pounds. 

The detailed review and analysis of existing processes adopted by the Contractor on a PFI Project.  This 
included advising upon issues of compliance and assisting the client in developing bespoke reporting 
systems to analyse and report upon matters affecting the effective management and operation of the 
contract. 

Assisting a specialist contractor in the submission of a tender for the installation of security systems on a 
large infrastructure project.  This required a detailed review of the provisions of the contract; the 
recalculation and redevelopment of work that had been completed by others that was not compliant with the 
tender process; the development of a detailed schedule of rates using information provided by the clients 
team in order to ensure compliance and maintain an audit trail; and the identification and resolution of risk 
items that had not been considered previously. 

Assisting a Major Contractor in the resolution of multiple final accounts pursuant to Framework Agreements 
for the upgrade of utilities networks.  This included attending director level meetings in order to progress 
negotiations, developing written correspondence and submissions demonstrating the Major Contractor’s 
entitlements to further payment in respect of sums in dispute, responding to claim submissions provided by 
the Employer and assisting the Board of Directors in achieving an appropriate commercial settlement. 

Assessing a Major Contractor’s entitlement to payment for works completed on a multi-million pound high 
spec leisure centre development.  This involved assisting the PQS in valuing the Contractor’s entitlements 



and ensuring that the documentation that was produced was to ‘adjudication standard’.  It also included 
assisting the PQS in successfully defending adjudication proceedings initiated by the Contractor. 

The production of independent reports on the viability of claims presented to a number of different 
contractors by parties throughout the supply chain.  This included the investigation and analysis of the 
claims that had been presented in order to identify critical areas of risk and/or weakness and to provide 
each contractor with formal responses to the issues that had been identified. 

The analysis of large volumes of complex data submitted to a Major Contractor during the course of 
multiple adjudication proceedings on a mechanical and electrical sub-contract for a mixed use development 
in Central London.  This involved analysing data that had been provided by the sub-contractor in support of 
its entitlements and identifying fundamental deficiencies in its claim. 

The detailed review of assorted counter-claims advanced by the Employer against a Major Contractor 
during Arbitration proceedings pursuant to a Framework Agreement for new utilities connections. Reviewing 
the Employer’s basis of entitlement and supporting quantum.  Drafting written submissions detailing the 
fundamental flaws in the claims advanced by the Employer. 

Preparation of all quantum submissions on behalf of the Contractor operating under a Framework 
Agreement for the refurbishment and upgrade of a major electrical network. This involved the identification 
and assessment of all payment entitlements (measurement, variations and claims) under 760 separate 
Work Package Orders. These quantum submissions featured in a successful adjudication to establish the 
payment due under an interim valuation (approximately £60 million) and then a mediation to successfully 
resolve the final account.  The calculated value of the account was in excess of £50 million. 

Preparation of a Final Account (approximately £4million) for the supply of bespoke furniture to a luxury hotel 
development.  Production of technical submission for inclusion in the subsequent adjudication proceedings 
to present the final account and demonstrate the failure of the Main Contractor to properly value the 
Sub-Contractor’s entitlement to further payment. 

Preparation of quantum submissions including assessment of Actual Costs, prolongation costs, labour 
disruption (by 'earned value' analysis) and finance charges associated with prolonged and disrupted 
mechanical and electrical works on a university building project (value approximately £20 million).  

Commercial review of a construction project (new school) on behalf of a contractor to identify the potential 
for recovery of additional monies (BQ errors, contract document anomalies, preliminaries to administer and 
manage variations etc.). 

Undertake quantity surveying functions in respect of a luxury refurbishment of a private property in 
Kensington (interim valuations and analysis of Variations submitted by the contractor and a luxury hotel 
refurbishment project (interim and final valuations). 
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